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Chapter 391

Lina loves to eat sashimi. I always think that if you eat too much, there will be
parasites. She said that eating more mustard will kill the parasites. I think
eating too much mustard will kill me first.

And Lina especially likes to eat raw octopus, mixed with mustard, the octopus
is very chewy, it can’t be bitten off by sliding around in the mouth, I really don’t
know what’s delicious.

Lina said that eating raw octopus can enjoy the feeling of chasing. I think she
is so perverted.

She was biting the raw octopus hard, with a grim expression. Her phone
vibrated on the table for a long time and she did not hear it. I stretched my
head and glanced at the call from her secretary.

“It’s Ron Huang.” I said to Lina.

Lina’s secretary is a man named Huang Min, and she calls them Huang Mi
every day.

“Let him wait a while, he didn’t see me eating! I really have no eyesight,
knowing that I come to you to eat at noon every day and call me at this time.”

In fact, Secretary Huang has a lot of eyesight, and it must be something that
burned the eyebrows, otherwise he would not rush Lina during lunch.

Then I took it for Lina and told him that Lina was eating.



Secretary Huang’s voice was a little embarrassed: “President Ron, there is a
little trouble now, so please ask the president to pick it up in person.”

I stuck my phone to Lina’s ear, she was busy holding sushi in her left hand
and a sweet shrimp in her right hand.

“What’s the matter?” Lina asked him vaguely with an octopus in his mouth.

I don’t know what Secretary Huang said on the phone. I didn’t turn on the
hands-free. After all, it was Smith’s business that I couldn’t listen to.

I saw Lina’s facial expressions change very fast. After a while, the left
eyebrows were raised high, and then the right eyebrows were raised high
again. She swallowed the octopus in her mouth and put the food in her hand
back to the plate. He wiped his hands with a towel and stood up.

“You know, don’t cry, it’s not a big deal, wait for me to come right away.”

Lina said so, but it is certainly not a trivial matter to let him put down the food
in his hand and rush to Smith immediately.

I was a little worried: “What’s the matter with Joe?”

“It’s okay, it’s not that Wu Simei has been fixing the moth again, she actually
ran to the door of the Smith family to pull a banner, and she knelt there and
cried, making it the same as selling her to bury her father.”

“What banner did she pull?”

“It’s not about asking me to hand over half of Smith’s shares to Smith Jianqi
for him to join the board of directors.”

“What did Smith Jianqi say?”



“What else can he say? He has wiped the soles of his feet and went back to
take care of his restaurant these days. I don’t know if he is hiding behind his
mother and enjoying his success, or he doesn’t want to worry about that much
at all, so he ran out to hide quietly. Who knows!”

Lina picked up the tissue on the table and rubbed his mouth indiscriminately:
“I’m leaving. If you can’t eat these, you will save them until the evening. I will
come and eat with you when you work overtime.”

We always work overtime these days, and Lina simply ran to me with her
official business to work overtime together.

I escorted her to the door, still a little worried: “Wu Simei can make trouble,
don’t have a direct conflict with her, otherwise the public opinion will not sound
good.”

“I care about public opinion, they just describe me as a tigress, and I don’t
care.” Lina patted me on the shoulder: “Don’t care what others think of you, as
long as you remember that you are not the real you in their eyes. That’s it.”

Lina will always shield everything that is bad for her like this. I think this is also
very good. I can’t do it.

I care too much about what others think of me, but so what? What I can’t do to
make everyone happy with me.

It’s like I’m forbearing and forbearing everywhere now, and in the end, I
haven’t been described as green tea essence.

I kept sending Smith Zhang to the elevator entrance. Her phone kept ringing,
and I told and told me: “Wu Simei has always been a mess, don’t make
trouble with her.”



“I know, I don’t bother to make trouble with her, so I’ll let her remove the
banner.” Lina waved to me: “Okay, don’t worry, I can do it.” Then she walked
in. In the elevator, the elevator door closed slowly in front of her.

I said that, but I am still very worried. It is not that Lina is unreliable. She
manages the company and does things very well, but she is easily emotional.
I am afraid that there will be a head-on conflict with Wu Simei. , It would be no
good to write a random message to reporters.

I went back to the office and thought about calling Smith Jianqi. I don’t know
where he is. If, as Lina said, he has already gone abroad, the distant water
can’t save the nearby fire. I think he should still be in the country. Still in
Rovandel.

Smith Jianqi answered my phone quite quickly, and he connected after only
two rings: “Hey, Livia.”

“Where are you?” I asked him immediately.

“you guess.”

I don’t have time to play with him now, so I told him straightforwardly: “You
know what, your mother is holding a banner at Joe’s door.”

“Why?” he asked me unexpectedly.

“The content of the banner is about asking Lina to hand over 50% of Smith’s
shares to you, and then let you join the board of directors.”

“Didn’t I tell her that I would not be on the board of directors? I can’t handle so
many things in this chain restaurant, so how can I have time?”

“I don’t care what you told your mother, but Lina is very troublesome now. If
you are in Rovandel, can you rush over and take a look?”



Compared to my anxiety, Smith Jianqi seemed particularly relaxed and
contented: “My mother is like that, Lina should be very clear about her routine,
just let her make trouble.”

“I’m afraid that things will be a big deal. You also know that Smith’s stock price
has not been stable recently, and your company’s business has also seen
many competitors. Now we must fight against foreign enemies together
instead of infighting here. Smith Jianqi, you go see Now, can you get your
mother away?”

“Then we exchange terms. If you agree to my terms, I will go over and see
how about it?”

I knew there was no good thing to say from his mouth, but I still asked him:
“What?”

“In this way, we will exchange at the same price. If you promise to be my
girlfriend, I will go over and get my mother away.”

He was talking nonsense again.

“Is this an equivalent exchange?”

“Of course, if I took my mother away in the past, I would definitely offend her.
She is my mother, so if I pay such a tragic price, then I will definitely get what I
want most.”

“Then you go talk to Naven.”

“What if he agrees?”

“I don’t agree.”



Smith Jianqi suddenly burst into laughter, and my head buzzed with laughter.
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I didn’t have much patience to wait for him to finish laughing, I interrupted his
laugh: “Smith Jianqi is not joking now, it is your mother who is your sister, and
you don’t want the conflict to get worse, you can’t make friends.”

“You’re all lacking in sales, and still have the energy to manage Lina’s affairs?”

“Smith Yu is my sister, her business is mine.” Forget it, he won’t go, I’ll go and
see for myself.

“I just got out of the airport, and I just got on the bus now. I don’t have wings. I
can’t fly over with my wings. I will be there in half an hour.”

It turned out that Smith Jianqi was on the way to Smith City, and he still talked
so much nonsense with me.

“Then trouble you.”, I told him.

I still have a lot of things on hand. Since Smith Jianqi has gone, I will not rush
over.

I asked Smith Jianqi to call me after processing it, but I did not wait for the call
for a long time. I was about to call Smith Jianqi. Ruan Ling ran over to tell me
the latest developments: “President, now Smith is big The door was in a
mess. That Wu Simei unexpectedly ran to the top of Joe’s rooftop to jump off
the building. The police went to a lot of firefighters. The intersection of Joe’s
was blocked.”

I didn’t expect the situation to become so serious. Didn’t I let Smith Jianqi go
and solve it? How can the more trouble be solved?



I put the pen on the table and got up, picked up the bag hanging on the back
of the chair, and ran out: “Ruan Ling, come with me!”

I called Lina on the way, but she never answered it. It is estimated that the
scene was chaotic and she could not hear the ringing of the phone. I was too
anxious to sit still in the car.

Ruan Ling has been comforting me: “There are a lot of police officers there,
there should be no problem.”

I was afraid that Lina’s emotions could not be controlled and caused some
trouble. When we arrived at Smith’s, the water that was already surrounded
there was not able to drain.

We went in from the actual back door and came to the top of the roof. After
going up to the roof, I saw that there was more than Wu Simei standing
outside the railing on the edge of the roof, and Lina was also on it.

The two of them were separated by some distance, and Lina was approaching
Wu Simi step by step.

Wu Simei yelled hysterically: “Lina, if you want to swallow it alone, I will jump
from this upstairs and let you be scolded by the world! I think you can sit firmly
as the president for a few days!”

“Aunt Wu, please calm down!” The wind was very strong on the rooftop, and
Lina had to yell out her voice so that her voice would not be blown away by
the wind: “Now my father is still alive, the company’s shares have not been
allocated, and I have not allocated the shares. right!”

“You don’t come here, I’ll go to your dad, your dad pushed it on you, you
pushed it on your dad, you guys want to swallow up Joe’s shares!”



“Smith Jianqi is also a member of the Smith family. He is his father’s son, and
his company’s shares are indispensable.

“You asked when your father died? They are already dying and have not
made a will.”

I can see that Lina was so angry that she was so angry that she held her
chest and paused before speaking: “You should also marry my father anyway,
so you won’t curse him so viciously!”

“He and I are husband and wife, bah, he and I are enemies! He deserves to
be sick for us so much!”

Lina took two steps towards her, and Wu Simei screamed: “Don’t come here.
If you dare to come, I’ll push you down first. Believe it or not?”

“Joey!” I couldn’t help yelling at her: “You stop moving, you come down first!”

I have no time to worry about whether Wu Simei will fall, and I am worried
about Lina.

She turned her head and saw me: “Why are you here? Livia, you hurry back,
there is nothing to do with you here.”

“Nonsense, how can I go back like this? You get down quickly, it’s too
dangerous.”

The steps outside the railing are very narrow, and there is a danger of falling
off if you shake your body.

Although there is a firefighter’s air cushion below, but here is the 26th floor,
26th floor, even if there is an air cushion below, it is estimated that I will have a
concussion if I fall from this height without falling to death.



Lina hesitated for a moment, then grabbed the railing and bent over to turn
over from the other side of the railing.

Wu Simei saw Lina turned over and screamed: “Lina, what are you doing?
You stand still for me, didn’t you say you want to save me? You vicious little
bit*h, do you think I’m dead? Me? You’ll be a hundred if you die, right?”

“I told you to come down and you won’t come down, and now I say I want to
kill you.” Lina laughed angrily by her: “You hurry down, I don’t have time to
spend with you here!”

The wind is getting stronger and stronger, there is still rain in the wind, it is
raining.

The rain wet the ground, and the bottom of her feet became even slippery. Wu
Simei seemed to be a little physically exhausted. She hung on the railing with
her whole body hanging on it, and she didn’t forget to negotiate with Lina: “So
you call your dad and let you Dad will make a will now and give us 50% of the
shares, and I will come down from above.”

“My father’s current situation, how can I let him make a will?”

“So you just watch me jump down, right?” Wu Siwei said hoarsely.

I don’t know when this negotiation will go on, but she will not let Lina go down.

I saw Lina squatting on the railing with his arms, moving step by step like Wu
Simei.

I shook my hand desperately to her and told her not to go there. I always feel
that Wu Simi’s brain is a little bad now, and his eyes are crazy. I’m afraid she
will do anything radical.



Although Lina had a hard mouth, she had a very good heart. Of course, she
couldn’t just watch Wu Simi fall.

On the surface, Lina was entangled with her, but in fact she wanted to save
her.

Several firefighters on the other side of Wu Simei were approaching her. Wu
Simei quickly spotted the firefighter there. She screamed: “Don’t come, if you
come, I will jump down!”

She patronized the other side without noticing that Lina had approached her,
and then hugged Wu Simi.

Also onlookers Wu Simei and I screamed at the same time.

The two shook the railing tightly, and my heart was about to jump to my throat.

I saw such a thrilling scene for the first time, and the protagonist of this
incident was Lina.

Wu Simei was controlled by Lina, but she still refused to come down from
above, and the two were entangled outside the railing.

The wind was too strong, and their clothes were blown like a flag. It was very,
very dangerous for the two of them to sway in the rain.

I can’t control that much, I ran to the railing: “Joe, hold on, don’t move, I’ll
come and save you!”

But Ruan Ling dragged me tightly: “Don’t go there, it’s too dangerous.”
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I also want to pass the danger, how can I watch Lina fall?

I don’t want so much. Even if the three of us fall at the same time, I can’t just
sit on the sidelines like this.

I don’t know where I got so much strength, I actually broke away from Ruan
Ling, and then ran to Lina and the others.

Wu Simei was struggling with Lina, and probably didn’t care about me, so I
quickly approached them, then climbed up the railing and hugged Lina
strongly, and pulled it in my direction.

I heard a scream from the crowd behind me, and then there was a flower in
front of me, and I didn’t know whether it was the firefighter or the police
running towards us.

Wu Simei suddenly bent down and took a bite on my arm. I thought her teeth
were very sharp and sharp, like a beast.

My painful instinct reflexed, so I let go.

I saw blood being ironed on my white shirt, and when I let go, Wu Simei gave
Lina a hard push.

I watched Lina’s body fall backward, and then fell off the 26-story tall building.

I stood by the railing, and I witnessed the whole process clearly.

Lina is like a leaf blown down by the wind, floating and helpless, not knowing
where to drift.

“Joey!” I screamed, screaming with all my strength.



I stretched out my hand to pull her, but Joey fell faster than I thought.

There was something fishy and sweet coming up from my stomach, I don’t
know what that.

I just felt that a big mouthful of sticky mouth blocked my throat and even
blurred my eyes. My eyes were black and red again, and I fell straight back.

Fainting in an emergency situation should be an automatic protective measure
raised in the human body to avoid seeing a more tragic situation.

I fainted, completely fainted. During this period, when I fainted, I had no
consciousness at all, and my consciousness was completely blank.

When I woke up, I looked at the ceiling lamp on the ceiling for several minutes
before slowly remembering what happened before I fainted.

Several fragments appeared intermittently in my mind.

The first picture shows Lina and Wu Simei standing outside the railing, the
second picture shows Wu Simei pushing a hand of Lina, and the last picture
shows Lina falling from a 26-story building on his back.

“Lina!” I sat up from the bed in horror, a cold sweat suddenly.

What happened just now? Lina Lina fell, he fell from the 26-story tall building!

I lifted the quilt and got out of bed. Someone beside me pressed me: “Livia,
you are awake, I will see a doctor to see you.”

It was Naven’s voice. I suddenly looked up at him. He stood by my bed
frowning and worried.



“Lina,” I said to him, all in a dumb voice: “Lina fell from upstairs, where is she
now? Is she dead? Lina can’t die, godmother will collapse, now Godfather is
seriously ill, Lina can’t have any more accidents.”

But how can it be okay to fall so high?

I was top-heavy and I couldn’t stand still. Naven supported me: “Lina is fine,
but you have a little problem.”

I don’t care what is wrong with me, he said that Lina is not a big problem, and
I don’t believe it. I firmly grasped his wrist: “Don’t lie to me, how is Smithye?
Where is she? Is she dead? Up.”

“Not dead, she is alive and well, she is still checking.”

“Isn’t the inspection a rescue?” If it can be rescued, there is still some hope.

I raised my head and looked at Naven earnestly, hoping that he could give me
good news.

Now I can’t take care of myself.

“Lina is really okay. Although she fell from a high altitude, there was an air
cushion underneath. She happened to fall on the cushion. The doctor is
examining it now.”

I don’t listen, no matter how I can listen, I have to see it with my own eyes to
verify it.

I struggled and got out of bed, and ran out of the room regardless of my
shoes.



Naven picked me up from behind me, and I struggled hard on him with my
bare feet.

“Naven, you let me down, you let me go and see her, otherwise I won’t believe
any word you say to me!”

“Okay.” His compromising voice sounded in my ears: “Then don’t move, I will
hold you to see her, you are not wearing shoes.”

Naven’s voice is so gentle, it is rare that he has such a good temper with me.

He hugged me and walked out of the ward door and met the nurse at the
door: “Mr. Jade, Mrs. Jade’s examination report has come out. Do you want to
see it now?

I grabbed my inspection report and threw it back to bed at will. How can I have
time to read this now?

Naven glanced at the bed and walked out of the room holding me. Lina was
still in the emergency room. Naven put me on the bench: “Sit down and I will
get you a pair of slippers.”

I sat blankly on the bench, Naven said to get me slippers, but he did not go
away, standing in front of me, looking at me and sighed: “Forget it, I am in
your current state. I’m leaving you alone, don’t rest assured here, you can
wear mine!”

He took off his shoes, put my shoes in his warm shoes, he just walked on the
floor tiles in the hallway wearing socks.

Naven kept holding my hand tightly. I didn’t have the time to ask him if it was
cold. Now it’s autumn and the floor tiles are very cold.



I just asked him over and over again: “Lina is okay, is she really okay, don’t lie
to me, is she really the person in there?”

“The doctor will be out soon.”

As soon as Naven’s words fell, the door of the emergency room opened, and
the doctor walked out of it. Before I could ask about Lina’s situation, I saw the
nurse pushing a wheelchair out of it, and the person in the wheelchair was
standing. It’s Joey.

She sat in the wheelchair with ease, with a piece of tape sticking to her
forehead, that is, a narrow strip of OK stretch, and the ankle part was wrapped
with gauze.

But her mental state is very good, and she doesn’t seem to be a major
problem.

“Lina,” I stood up and walked towards her, forgetting that I was wearing
Naven’s shoes so big that I almost didn’t fall, Naven hurriedly supported me.

“Livia, I’m fine.” Lina’s voice was octave high, loud and powerful, not as if
something was going on.

I finally let out a long sigh of relief, and put my heart completely in my
stomach.

Lina is okay, my cold sweat is about to drain on my feet.

“Thank God, Joey, you are all right.”
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“Livia, frighten you, but you fainted and frightened me too.”



“Your leg,” I looked at her ankle.

“When I fell from above, I twisted my ankle. You don’t know, Livia, how
exciting it feels to fall from a tall building. Have you ever bungee? This is
much more exciting than bungee jumping. At any rate, bungee jumping has a
rope on your foot. I don’t have anything here, so I just fell down. Then I will
see if there is any surveillance video to take me down. I have to keep this
video for a long time.”

“When you have no heart and lungs and score, you will fall to death if you
stimulate it a little bit more, do you know how high it is? 26 floors!”

“There are people’s police and firemen protecting me. I’m fine.” Lina patted his
chest: “And do you think I look like a short-lived ghost?”

She is not short-lived, and I was shocked by her.

“Hey, Livia, whose shoes are you wearing? Such big?”

I just thought of Naven. Looking back, he was walking towards the room. Lina
asked strangely: “Why is he going in a hurry?”

I guess he should be looking at my inspection report. I don’t know what went
wrong with me that made Naven so nervous.

But Lina was okay. I was relieved that Lina fell from such a high place after all,
and needed to stay in the hospital for observation for one night. I was
frightened by Lina just now and had soft legs, so I need to go back to the ward
to lie down.

I went back to the room and saw Naven standing in front of my bed with his
back facing me, holding a piece of paper in his hand. It should be the
examination report the doctor had just given him.



From my point of view, his back is stiff, like being nailed to a wooden stake,
the whole person is stiff.

What’s the matter? Or do I find out what is wrong?

“Naven!” I called him. He didn’t move at all, and he seemed to be immersed in
an emotion.

“Naven!” I called him again, his voice louder.

He finally heard it this time and turned his head to me. I felt that his turning
motion was like a robot, so mechanical, turning his body inch by inch, his
facial expressions were also very strange, even his eyes were hollow and dull.
of.

I have never seen Naven like this. His appearance surprised me a bit.

He made me wonder if I was seriously ill and was about to die.

I was also a little nervous about what he did. The legs that were frightened by
Lina just now are softer now.

“Naven, what’s wrong with you?” Or I should ask, what’s wrong with me.

Naven glanced at me, then glanced at me again.

His eyes are so erratic, and the whole person’s state is a bit psychedelic.

Naven has never looked like this before.

He suddenly walked over to me and walked in front of me and reached out to
touch my head. I was taken aback and thought he was going to beat me.



“Livia.” Naven’s voice was actually a little dumb, as if she had received some
unacceptable fright.

What can scare Naven, I am really curious and scared.

“what happened to you?”

“Do you feel any uncomfortable?” He asked inexplicably like this, and I felt
that I was dying.

There seemed to be no discomfort at first, but now he asks, I feel that my
head is a little dizzy, my temples are a little bit painful, my stomach is
uncomfortable, and my hands and feet are soft.

“I can’t tell where it’s uncomfortable, but it seems uncomfortable anywhere.”

My answer directly asked Naven to pick me up and put me on the bed.

He held it gently and felt that I had become a glass vase, which would shatter
with a touch.

Then he sat blankly in front of my bed, looking at me all the time, making me
creepy.

“What’s wrong with me?” I asked him weakly.

He still looked at me without saying a word.

“There are tumors in my brain?”

He shook his head.

“My heart, liver, spleen, lungs and kidneys have problems?”



He still shook his head.

“Then it should be the limbs.”

He was dumbfounded, as if not listening to me.

“Could it be the eyes, ears, nose and nose?” He won’t answer me anymore,
I’m going to ask about pores.

Is Naven trying to make me anxious to death?

If I really get a serious illness and he refuses to tell me, then don’t make this
expression in front of me!

“Naven, what’s the matter with me? If you don’t speak anymore, it will make
me feel like I’m going to die soon…”

“you are pregnant.”

I was halfway talking, when Naven suddenly interjected.

I didn’t turn a corner in my mind, and didn’t react for a while: “What did you
say?”

“You are pregnant.” He repeated it again.

With regard to these four words, this time I really heard them clearly.

No wonder his strange expression, I guessed my whole body and even the
sweat pores, but I didn’t guess the reason.

I actually got pregnant.



In fact, it’s nothing strange. Recently, Naven has often been arrogant to me,
thinking about it carefully, it seems that I have not done any contraceptive
measures.

I immediately became nervous and felt that something moved in my stomach.
Of course, fetal movement was impossible. It is estimated that he is only the
size of a broad bean now.

It is estimated that I am as stupid as Naven now. We just looked at the mung
bean for a long time. When I recovered, I realized that my hand was
subconsciously placed on the lower abdomen.

There is a child in my belly, how amazing.

“Next, you won’t ask who I am?” I said to Naven stupidly.

“Nonsense, of course it’s mine.” He seemed to have recovered, and then
suddenly stood up and touched all over: “I’ll talk to grandma.”

“Don’t.” I just said a word, and he has walked out of my ward in a hurry.

Naven seemed to be stupid, and he was a little bit stunned from the old man
who had planned everything.

He didn’t close the door. I could see him standing at the door when I was
sitting on the bed. There was a slight tremor in his voice calling grandma. I
could hear: “Grandma, I want to tell you something. Things, are you sitting
now?”

I don’t know what grandma answered on the phone, and he asked verbally,
“Are they there, my mother? Or you ask them to come over and listen.”

It is estimated that grandma scolded him on the phone, and Naven was willing
to say: “Grandma, Livia is pregnant.”



So I was quite far apart, Naven’s phone was not hands-free, and I vaguely
heard grandma’s voice: “What, what did you say, what!”
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My pregnancy was like a blockbuster, blowing all the Jade family into my
ward.

Grandma and Mom and Dad Jade are here, forget it, even Naven’s eldest
brother and second brother, eldest sister and second sister-in-law are all here.

People crowded into my ward, with three floors inside and three floors
surrounding me.

When grandma got excited, she poke Naven’s butt with her walking stick:
“Good boy, yes, great…”

“Grandma, calm down, you have been poking me for a long time.”

“What about poke you a few times? So hypocritical, now Livia is pregnant, you
have to take good care of her, and you can’t bully her again. If I know that you
treat her like before, I will beat you to death.”

Grandma raised the walking stick to Naven, I know that grandma is definitely
not just talking.

She was really cruel to hit Naven.

“How did I treat him before?” Naven turned to look at me.

He sees what I do, and hopes that I can help him speak nice things, let me tell
my grandmother that his previous ones are just to temper me?



It is estimated that grandma will be beaten harder.

Although Naven’s eldest brother and second brother have been married for a
long time, they still have no children, so I am considered the first of the Jade
family’s daughter-in-laws to get pregnant.

Father Jade and Mother Jade are very happy, so happy that they are at a
loss. Probably they are also grandparents for the first time in their lives.

Father Jade has always been serious and unsmiling. He stood in front of my
bed for a while and coughed vigorously, and said dullly, “Let them take good
care of you, that’s it.”

Then he turned around and went out.

Mother Jade sat down next to my bed. She was quite restrained, unlike
grandma’s eyes always around my belly.

“Livia, during this time you take a good rest, you are too thin, let them take
care of you.”

“Yes, yes, yes.” Grandma immediately interrupted: “Don’t go anywhere, then
Ron Clan also don’t go, just raise a baby at home, and you, Naven.”

Grandma pointed to Naven with his crutches: “Don’t go to work either, let
others hold your position as president of Lao Shizi, and come home to
accompany Livia.”

“Then let my dad stop going to the company, how about everyone coming
back?”

“This feeling is good.” Grandma didn’t think it was a pestle: “Go and tell your
father.”



Grandma couldn’t sit still happily, making circular motions in front of my bed,
making me dizzy.

Seriously, I have only slowly begun to accept the fact that I am pregnant.

Obviously, the Jade family accepted it faster than I did, and the ecstasy they
showed was something I didn’t expect.

The eldest brother and the second elder brother’s family should not be as
happy as theirs, especially the sister-in-law and the second-sister-in-law, they
didn’t speak right when they congratulated me. Although their faces smiled
like a flower, they were all bitter cauliflower.

They had been married into the Jade family for so many years and had no
heirs. I got pregnant after more than half a year of marriage, so I must have
some uncomfortable feelings in my heart.

Later, grandma thought they were annoying and drove them away.

Older people are naturally happy to like children. I can also understand Jade’s
father and mother, but Naven’s behavior is more confusing to me.

He seemed to be overwhelmed with joy. Like grandma, I can’t sit down at all.

His eyes are shining, like two lamps hidden in his eyes.

I suddenly remembered what Mira had said to me. She said that Naven liked
children very much.

I couldn’t see it before, but now I can suddenly feel that Naven really likes
children very much.



My pregnancy was not only a surprise to him, it was like a huge happiness
that fell from the sky.

In contrast, the joy of their family makes me a little at a loss.

Because originally, between Naven and I, I didn’t think about what the future
would be like. Now suddenly I have a child again, and I don’t know where to
go.

Grandma thought I was tired, so she greeted Dad Jade and Mom Jade to go
first. Before they left, they told me to take a good rest, observe in the hospital
for a few more days, and then left happily.

Naven stayed with me. He sat down by my bed and played with his mobile
phone. I took a glance and found that he was not playing, he was on Baidu for
some knowledge about pregnant women.

It’s rare to see Naven so caring about one thing. I really have mixed feelings
and my heart is messed up.

I leaned on the bed and didn’t know what I was thinking. Suddenly, I heard
Naven calling my name.

“Livia.”

“Ah…” I opened my eyes and looked at him: “What’s the matter?”

“You seem… he looked at me inquisitively: “Not very happy, how come you
suddenly know that you are pregnant and it is very stressful for you? “

I reluctantly smiled with him: “No more…”



“Perhaps you feel that you are insecure with me.” He suddenly shook my
hand: “The sense of security should come from my confidence in myself, not
the other person.”

I looked at Naven and didn’t know what to say. After holding back for a long
time, I said: “I’m sleepy and want to lie down and sleep for a while.”

He immediately helped me shake the bed down, and thoughtfully put a
cushion on my back waist: “The hospital bed is a bit hard. You can hold on to
it and wait until you get home.”

I closed my eyes, and a large swath of red-crowned cranes appeared in front
of me. One is called beautiful, ten thousand is called magnificent, and a little
more is a little dense phobia.

Why do you see red-crowned cranes? What a strange reaction.

I lay with my eyes closed, Naven seemed to have gone out, I don’t know
where he went.

After a while my door was pushed open, but it was not Naven, I heard Lina’s
voice.

She was screaming, she started screaming from outside the door, and then
she ran to my bed, screaming endlessly: “Ah, Livia, ah…”

She opened my quilt in a rush, her eyes shot on my lower abdomen: “You
didn’t tell me that you were pregnant, you didn’t tell me that I’m going to be a
godmother, that’s great!”

She talked to herself and gave herself a title, and Lina was excited about the
same mental state as the Jade family, as if only I was the calmest of these
people.



“Who told you?” I was so arguing that I blocked my ears, and when I looked at
her mouth, I realized that he was answering me: “Naven.”

When did Naven become a long tongue woman, she told Lina so soon.

I haven’t figured out how to tell her, or I haven’t figured out how to face this
child.

Lina suddenly bent down and almost hit my forehead. She looked at me
carefully: “Why are you so calm?”

Chapter 396
Am I calm? I seem to be struggling.

I looked at the door, the door was closed, and I waved to Lina, and she bent
over to me: “What?”

“Where is Naven?”

“It seems to be calling to deal with something, company affairs!”

I think I have something to tell Lina, but I thought for a long time and didn’t
know what to say.

Lina looked at me strangely: “What’s wrong with you, Livia, you don’t seem to
be very happy.”

“What’s to be happy about?”

“You are pregnant and have a baby. A swollen child will be born after 10
months. Don’t you feel very happy?”



Lina looked much happier than I was, and I said, “I just give you the baby. You
give birth to him.”

“What are you talking about?” Lina reached out and probed my head: “Aren’t
you having a fever? Why are you talking nonsense?”

I put her hand off: “I hope I am dreaming.”

“Livia, don’t you always like children? Your reaction is really strange.”

I licked my lips, squeezed Lina’s neckline, and pulled her head to my mouth.
She yelled, “Oh, hey, you strangled me, please go down.”

“Joe, I don’t want to give birth to him.”

“What?” she yelled in a loud voice.

I hurriedly covered her mouth: “You keep your voice down, don’t cry out.”

“What did you just say? You don’t want to give birth to him, don’t you want
to…” Her eyes stared like brass bells, terrified.

In fact, I didn’t think about it myself just now: even if Lina didn’t say the second
half of it, I was surprised.

Yeah, in my subconscious I don’t want to give birth to him…

I don’t know. The relationship between Naven and I is now confusing to me. I
don’t know what my own future is. How can I determine the future of a child?

“Livia, your brain is broken, he is your biological child!”



“Don’t be noisy, it makes me dizzy, you sit down first…” I pointed to the side of
the bed, and Lina reluctantly sat down by my bed.

“Livia, what do you want?”

“I don’t know.” I told her honestly.

“Why don’t you want to give birth to him?” Lina’s eyes rolled around in his eye
sockets, and suddenly she grabbed my wrist tightly and hurt me to death.

“Is it the scumbag of Naven? Is he not wanting children? Is he asking you to
get rid of the children?”

“No, no, no…” I said several times in a row, and grabbed Lina tightly, for fear
that she would jump out as soon as I let go: “Can you use your brain? If
Naven doesn’t want children, Why should I tell you?”

“Yes.” She scratched her head, looking very confused: “That’s weird, Naven
wants a child, then why don’t you want to give birth? Could it be…” Her eyes
wandered around inside the eye frame again, and turned He turned into
cross-eyed eyes: “Couldn’t it be? Impossible, you are not that kind of person.”

She hesitated, even though I didn’t say it, I knew what she was thinking.

“No, I haven’t had close contact with anyone.”

“I didn’t mean that.” She was a little embarrassed.

“What do you mean by that?”

I was so confused by Lina, so I just lay down and pulled the quilt on top of my
head. Lina pulled the quilt off again, supporting my bed with both hands and



looking at me condescendingly: “What are your concerns? I said, I will solve it
for you.”

“What can you solve?” I don’t even know the matter between Naven and I.

He is so fickle, I don’t know what his thoughts are.

I think he was so happy that I was pregnant, not because the person who was
pregnant was me, but because I was pregnant.

Forget it, I still don’t say the same tongue twister, Lina from the province is
more confused than me.

“Okay.” I waved, weakly: “You also go to the ward and rest!”

“Livia.” Lina’s face was infinitely magnified in front of me: “I still don’t worry
after thinking about it, your current state is too unstable, forget it, I will move
over to live with you tonight.”

“No, the bed in the ward is so small, I don’t want to squeeze with you, I just tell
you, don’t tell Naven.”

“But your current mental condition is too dangerous.” Lina was worried.

If I knew it, I wouldn’t tell Lina.

I didn’t even think about it myself, and told her that it made her worry more?

I finally blasted Lina away, and Naven entered before breathing.

He stood in front of my bed and kept looking at me. Although I hid my face
under the quilt, I could still feel his hot gaze.



I don’t know how much he heard in the conversation between me and Lina
just now, but he is such a sensitive person, from my reaction, I can probably
tell that I am not interested in pregnancy.

Not only is not high in interest, but also a little confused and a little bit
resistant.

“Livia.” He finally said, “Are you a little uneasy?”

“It’s okay.” My voice hummed from the sheet.

He seemed to reach out to me, but he didn’t lift the quilt off my head.

He stood in front of my bed for a while, and then went out.

Naven is not by my side, and I feel a little less oppressed.

But I am still at a loss and have not made up my mind whether to give birth to
this child.

When I didn’t think about it myself, the news of my pregnancy spread like
wildfire.

Ruan Ling brought the chicken soup to see me, and I was half astonished. I
asked her, “Who told you that, was it Lina?”

Ruan Ling said that she didn’t know how the news came out. Anyway, as soon
as she went to the company, she heard a lot of rumors from the company that
I was pregnant.

She told me: “There will be a large number of senior officials from Ron’s
coming to visit you later, you must be mentally prepared.”



If it wasn’t what Lina said, then how would they know that it was Naven?
When did he have such a big mouth?

Before the bowl of chicken soup that Ruan Ling gave me was finished, Ron’s
senior management lined up to visit me. Bags of various supplements, flowers
and fruits filled the entire room, and the flattery was beyond words.

Looking at these smiling faces, I can hardly avoid remembering the scene
when they surrounded me and attacked me some time ago, so it is difficult for
me to show smiling faces to these people.

When I calmed down, they trembling even more, did not dare to stay longer
and said that they would let me rest well and then left.

Ruan Ling asked me: “Do you know why they flattered you so much after
hearing the news of your pregnancy?”

This question is not difficult to answer: “Because I am pregnant with Naven’s
child.”

Chapter 397
I can clearly realize this. Now all the aura on my body comes from Naven. In
addition, I am pregnant with his child. It is more expensive for mothers and
children.

But my aura comes from others, not my own.

This perception made me even more insecure, and I turned over and didn’t
feel sleepy.

The next day, my grandmother brought the whole family to see me again.
Father Jade, mother Jade, eldest brother, second elder brother, eldest sister,
and second sister-in-law, again stood full of the whole house.



The battle was so great that even Naven felt that grandma was a bit
overwhelmed: “Why don’t you bring all the workers in your house?”

“What do you bring them here? They do the logistics work of Livia at home,
and they all brought you to do things?” Grandma beat Naven with a walking
stick again. I found that grandma and Naven’s brilliance lies in the quarrel.
She followed Naven’s words and continued, and it made no sense to say.

Naven looked a little bit dumbfounded. Grandma was beaming when she saw
me. Now that I am pregnant, she hasn’t closed her mouth before looking at
me, almost grinning to the root of her ears.

The grandma was chubby and smiled like a Maitreya Buddha. Suddenly, I had
the idea that even for grandma, I had to give birth to this child.

If I don’t want him, grandma would be so sad!

If I tell Lina this idea, he must also say that I have no ego and always think of
others first.

My life like a queen will last until the end of my entire pregnancy. Grandma
and the others brought a very nourishing soup. Naven stirred the soup with a
spoon, and looked very disgusted: “It is estimated that this soup will be drunk.
Livia will have a nosebleed soon!”

“Where, this is the best situation for Livia now.”

“There are too many tonics in it, and the weaker the body, the less able it is to
make such a supplement.”

Probably it was what Naven said was reasonable. Grandma was speechless,
and then turned her head and muttered to Mama Jade: “Didn’t you find a
dietitian? What kind of dietitian? You don’t even understand this kind of thing.
Drop it, change to a reliable one.”



“Grandma, I’m actually fine. Don’t be so nervous.”

“Yeah!” Sister-in-law interrupted at this time: “Livia is young, and having a
baby is like playing.”

Before she finished her words, grandma turned around and scolded her, “Play,
then you can play with me. You are all dressed up all day long. You either go
out to play mahjong or go out to drink tea and fart with those boring ladies.
Can you do something serious? Look at Livia who manages such a large
company and now gives me a grandson.”

I was embarrassed by my grandma. Grandma’s group greetings lasted until
ten o’clock in the morning before leaving one after another.

There was nothing serious about Lina, and Smith had many things, so she
was discharged from the hospital.

Before I was discharged from the hospital, I ran to see me and bit my ears in
my ears: “No matter what decision you make, you must discuss with me in
advance, know if it is not, and you can’t make opinions without permission.”

“I know.” I nodded to her, and she squeezed my face before she hurried away.

I think I’m like Lina’s oil bottle, and she has to worry about me if she is busy
with her father and Smith’s affairs.

I found out that Naven hadn’t gone to work these days and had been in the
ward.

I asked him: “Is Jade’s busy these days?”

He said: “As usual.”



“Then why don’t you go to work for Jade’s?”

“Remote control is also possible. Besides, Jade’s is not going to be without
me. Don’t think too much about yourself. At this moment, it is most important
that I am by your side.”

He was sitting on the edge of my bed and helping me peel the pine nuts. His
fingers were long and flexible. He threw snow-white pine nuts on the plate,
peeled a whole plate and handed it to me.

I threw them into my mouth one by one, and he lowered his head to help me
dial the little walnuts.

It was difficult to peel a small walnut, so he squeezed it at the crack of the
door, and heard a crisp sound of sandwiching walnuts, which was particularly
lifelike.

Such a down-to-earth Naven made me no longer recognize me. After thinking
about it, I couldn’t help but ask him: “Naven, do you like children very much?”

“Yeah!” He smashed the walnuts, then took them to my bedside, and slid out
the walnuts in the palm of his hand.

I looked at his drooping eyebrows: “Why didn’t I see that you like children?”

“I like it, but I can’t just say it every day, should I take a kid home while holding
a kid on the road!”

I remembered that I had an oolong one time before. Naven thought I was
pregnant and was so excited that he didn’t know what to do.

Now he finally got his wish. In fact, what I want to ask him is whether anyone
is so happy to give birth to him, or is it just me.



Thinking about it, this question is a bit hypocritical, so I shut up without asking.

He also threw the peeled walnuts into my plate. The dark brown walnuts were
clearly colored on the white porcelain plate.

I threw one in my mouth, it was burnt and fragrant.

I know that Naven is not peeling it to me, it is peeling it to the child in my
stomach. All the pampering I received today is not because of me.

Suddenly I have a particularly hypocritical question to ask him. Although I
think my question is a bit out of date, I just want to ask.

I said: “Naven.”

“Yeah.” He raised his head and looked at me: “What’s the matter?” His eyes
were gentle.

“I ask you, if the child in my stomach wasn’t yours, would you still do this to
me?”

He was stunned for a moment. He probably didn’t expect me to ask such a
stupid question, and he didn’t answer immediately, who had always
responded quickly.

He lowered his head and continued to peel the small walnuts. I thought he
would not answer me again. When he finished peeling, he raised his head and
answered me politely: “First point, this possibility will not happen.”

“I mean in case? What to do to me, sweep me out?”

He looked at me for a long time, and I faintly expected him to say what I
wanted him to say.



He should be thinking, and then answer me: “Nothing in case.”

This answer is definitely not my most satisfactory answer, but I am not the one
who asks the bottom line, I smiled with him, and then I concentrated on eating
my nuts.

I stayed in the hospital for two days, checked everything that should be done,
and was discharged without any problems.

If the treatment I received in the hospital surprised me, then when I saw
everything about Jade’s house, I was shocked.

Because I found that the furniture in Jade’s family has basically been
replaced. Originally, there were angular mahogany sofas and armchairs in the
living room. Now they are all replaced with soft fabric sofas, and the floor is
covered with carpets. , And anti-slip felt.

When I walked into the living room, my grandma was instructing the workers
in the house to cover the walls with soft wallpaper.

“Over there, over here, here and here, everything must be wrapped to make
sure you don’t let Livia slip.”

Chapter 398
The first thing I got from this modification of the living room was that it was a
bit like a KTV box. The edges of the cabinets and coffee tables were all
covered with sponge, except that there was no soft bag on the ceiling.

Needless to say, this must be grandma’s idea. After being horrified, I looked
up and asked Naven: “Did you or grandma did it?”

“What do you mean?” He asked me back.



How do I know? It’s not a day or two for Naven to be abnormal.

I have been regarded by my grandmother as a rare animal, not just a rare
animal, it is simply an endangered animal on a global scale, probably the only
one left in the world is me. If it is not protected, it will die instantly.

I was protected from all aspects in this way, and naturally I also gained strong
jealousy from my sister-in-law and second-in-law. Their faces were smiling at
me, but the jealous light in their eyes almost burned me to death.

I think if my child can’t keep it, then grandma will be disappointed, and she will
lose her life.

I can understand the desire of older people for the next generation. After I
calmed down, I began to feel unwilling to give up the child in my stomach.

My life as a rare animal started. Grandma not only wrapped up all the furniture
that can be soft-wrapped in the house, but also installed monitoring on the
blind spots in the house to ensure when and where I am. Home security can
see any accidents happening on the ground.

The sister-in-law and the second sister-in-law have been complaining that
since then, they have no privacy at all, and every move is fully visible.

Grandma was very annoyed and asked if they had been photographed in the
bathroom and bathing.

Now I seem to be more entangled, but the balance in my heart wants to leave
the child a little bigger than it is important.

Brian came to see me, and he actually knew about my pregnancy. I think Lina
told him about it.



Sure enough, before I asked him, he told me, “Lina said you have a baby. I
will come and see you.”

I didn’t even think about it to tell other people about it. Lina’s big loudspeaker
helped me broadcast it, which made me very passive.

Brian was really attentive. He brought me a lot of things, not only
supplements, but also some books that pregnant women read about
psychology.

He said that I am in Jade’s house, so I definitely don’t have to worry about the
cost of eating and wearing. The most important thing for pregnant women is
the psychological change.

He said that those books were very helpful to me, and he asked me to be
okay, so he flipped through them.

I turned a few pages and could see it.

Maybe it’s because my absent-mindedness is too obvious. Wendell Kun
asked me if I haven’t figured out yet, should I keep the child? You won’t even
tell you this for molesting, right? This super big mouth.

“Lina didn’t say, I can tell. You seem to be hesitating. What are your
concerns? The future of you and Jade Jinchuan?”

I lowered my head and gnawed my nails, Brian held my wrist and pulled my
hand off.

His palms were very warm and pressed against the back of my hands, which
gradually calmed my troubled heart.

I didn’t say yes or no. Brian gently patted the back of my hand and said to me,
“If you are hesitating, then it means you still want to keep him. A life can never



come with an unknown life. Which is more important, you should be the
clearest in your heart.”

In fact, I know the truth, and I have made a decision, but it’s not so sure.

Brian didn’t give me that kind of ideological and political class, he just sat
beside me and read a book with me.

I really like the feeling of being with Brian. It’s so comfortable and safe. It
makes my heart calm.

But Brian was very busy, his phone kept ringing, and then he had to go out to
answer the phone.

Lina called me and asked me if Brian was looking at me. I called her a super
big mouth and told Brian everything so quickly.

Lina’s voice was very loud: “The child in your stomach is Brian’s grandson. Of
course he has the right to know. Besides, aren’t you still hesitant to keep
him?”

Hearing what she said, it seemed that Brian was 100% my father.

Lina is always reasonable anyway, what else do I have to say when she said
so.

She said that she would come to see me at Jade’s house in the evening, and I
was about to say goodbye to her when he suddenly yelled again, which
shocked me.

“It’s over, Livia is over.”

“What the hell is it?” I was stunned by her.



“Think about it, your child was born to be called Grandpa Brian. If I marry
Brian, I will not be your baby’s grandmother, but I should be her godmother. I
Is it godmother or grandma?”

“What you want is what you want.” I told her fairly generously: “You can be a
grandpa if you want.”

“How can I say that I am also a woman, so grandpa is fine.” I am joking, very
happy: “Livia, I think your condition is much better than the previous two days.
Are you planning to keep my goddaughter? , My granddaughter.”

I was too lazy to tell her that Brian just came in after the phone call, so I hung
up.

Brian is about to leave soon if he has something to do. He stood by my bed
and stroked my shoulder. His tone really resembled a father and his closest
friend.

He said: “If your mother knows that you have a child, she must be very happy,
because there is finally one more person who is closest to you in this world.”

I think Brian is not only a painter and an entrepreneur, he can also be a very
successful negotiation expert if he wants to.

From the time I was pregnant to the present, I have been entangled in
whether I should keep the baby, and I didn’t feel the joy and excitement of
having a baby, but Brian’s casual words made me cry.

He walked for a long time, and I sat on the bed thinking for a while holding my
belly.

Yes, giving birth to him, in this world, I have one more relative who is closest
to me.



She bleeds my blood, and she may still look very similar to me. Thinking
about it, she feels very magical.

So I hesitated for many days, because I made a decision with Brian’s words.

I plan to give birth to this child, I want to give birth to her.

I went to work after recuperating at home for two or three days. Actually, I
didn’t have any serious problems and didn’t have any early pregnancy
reaction. Old antique stuck at home.

Chapter 399
Although they all told me to stay away from Mira, but after all I was in the
same company and I didn’t look up and saw it. I didn’t accidentally ran into
Mira in the corridor of the company.

Mira has been recuperating at home for a while, but it seems that her
complexion has not recovered and her mental state is not good.

Although she wears delicate makeup, she still can’t hide her paleness and
weakness.

She has lost a lot of weight, and the thin blue veins of her neck are all raised,
like a red-crowned crane that has been suffering.

I stopped a long way from Mira and didn’t dare to approach her.

I wanted to put my hands on my lower abdomen, but it was too obvious to do
so, so I covered my stomach with the folder in my hand.



In the past, Lina always said that I was too defenseless against people. Now
maybe I am a mother. In order to protect my children, I have to defend
everyone.

Of course Mira saw me too, she looked at me calmly, and then walked
towards me.

I was already standing against the wall, and there was nowhere to go. I could
only stand still.

She walked in front of me and stopped, as if there was a hook in her eyes,
trying to hook me in.

Her gaze swept across my lower abdomen, and then she spoke lightly: “I
heard that you are pregnant, congratulations.”

Originally, I wanted to say Tongxi, but I felt that this sentence was too stupid. I
didn’t know what to say, so I could only smile with Mira with my lips.

My smile is ugly, I know.

“Is it okay to rest during this time?” I asked.

“Not good.” She answered me bluntly.

Suddenly she stretched out her hand, and I instinctively trembled, but her
hand didn’t reach out to me, she just raised her hand and stroked the hair on
her cheek.

At this time, I saw a long scar on her left cheek, about at least one centimeter,
almost extending from the corner of her left eye to her ear.



The scar was brown and had scabs, but it did not fall off, and it was still
raised.

I was shocked by the scar. I only heard that her face was scratched on a tree
branch before. I thought it was not too serious. It will be fine after a while.

But it doesn’t seem to be that way now, even if the scab on it is removed,
there will be scars.

So how can you allow an extra scar on your face if you love beautiful and
perfect Ron poems?

I put my hand in my pants pocket and quickly pressed the phone. I set Ruan
Ling’s number to six.

I used my fingerprint to unlock it, and then fumbled and pressed six dials on
the dial.

It’s not that my villain’s heart is so defensive. Although Mira’s look is very
calm, there are waves of light flowing in her eyes that make me very uneasy.
Even her eyes can be described as crazy.

Now in Mira’s eyes, I have everything she might not be able to own in this life.

Before, I was in the position and position of Mira, then Naven, and then the
favor of the Jade family. Now, I have a child again.

This is the most ironic for Mira, because the main reason for Mira and Naven’s
separation is because she is infertile.

If possible, then she is now married to Naven, regardless of whether Naven
loves her or not, but at least they are now husband and wife.



I should be able to get through Ruan Ling’s phone, but I can’t put my phone to
my ear to talk to her. I don’t know if Ruan Ling can guess what I mean and
come to me.

She has always been smart, hopefully.

I was a little nervous, I didn’t even dare to look directly into Mira’s eyes.

She kept looking at me, and suddenly smiled: “You don’t need to be so
nervous, there are people here, what can I do to you?”

I gave her another ugly smile than crying, and she took another step towards
me, and my back was completely attached to the wall, like a poster.

Mira stretched out his hand again, this time he reached out to me.

“Can I touch her?”

“Ah…” I was taken aback for a moment.

“Touch you and Naven’s child.”

“No…” I stammered nervously: “No, it’s okay, he’s still very young and can’t
figure out anything.”

“I just want to feel it.”

I used a folder to block my stomach more tightly: Mira, are you tired? How
about you go back to your room and have a rest. “

“Livia, I’m not a madman, don’t look at me with the eyes of a madman. Maybe
I am a loser in your eyes, but you have seized everything by conspiracy and
tricks, and sooner or later God will let you hand it over. “



I don’t want to talk to her here, what conspiracy and tricks did I use to get
everything I have now?

Mira is getting closer and closer to me, her face is almost touching my face.

Just when I didn’t know what to do, I heard the sound of high heels coming
from the other side of the corridor.

Turning to see Ruan Ling was running towards me, she ran to me quickly,
then pulled me behind her and blocked me in front of me, panting and saying
to Mira: “Manager Ron, Manager Liu I’m looking for you, in your office.”

Mira tilted her head and looked at me, the smile on her lips was very cold, her
eyes were even colder, and I could clearly see hatred in her eyes.

“Livia, you don’t have to be so scared. I will not use the despicable methods
you used to make you lose everything you already have. I will not, because
there is a significant difference between the two of us, that is you It’s a villain
and I’m a gentleman. I can only accept everything you did to me, but I won’t
pay it back to you because my conscience doesn’t allow me to do that.”

Mira turned around and walked away at a glance. Her high heels hit the
marble floor in the corridor. It was obvious that there were other people in the
corridor, but she was stunned to walk out of the sense of emptiness and
loneliness.

I was still looking at her back, and Ruan Ling immediately pulled me away:
“The CEO, don’t listen to her saying that, just think of yourself as great.”

“Ruan Ling, am I really mean?”

“I knew you would be influenced by her. She was confusing right and wrong.
President, you are too easy to be influenced by others. Ask yourself if you



have done anything that goes against your conscience and whether Have you
ever harmed Mira? Is it like she said?”

Of course I don’t have any, but Mira is so righteous, so sad and indignant, I’m
a little at a loss.

“Some people in the world are like this. They always feel that everything they
get is given to them by heaven, but if they lose everything, they will rely on
others. In their hearts, what they do is right. , And everything you did was
wrong.”

Chapter 400
Yes, I am indeed susceptible to other people’s influences. In fact, when you
think about it, everything in the world is right and wrong, black and white.

I should be very clear in my heart whether what I did was right or wrong, not
that I would have doubts about what I did after a word of Mira.

Ruan Ling accompanied me back to the office. She still had a lot of work to
do. I also had a pile of documents to look at on my desk, so she went out.

When I was sitting and looking at the document, my eyes hurt, so I massaged
my eyes with my fingers. I turned my head and saw a glass of water on the
table when I was thirsty. I took a sip without thinking about it.

Suddenly I felt that the taste of the water was a bit wrong, a little bit astringent,
but the water was still warm, and it shouldn’t have deteriorated after a long
time.

Just then Ruan Ling came in with the file, and I asked her: “Did you pour this
water for me?”



She shook her head: “No? Didn’t you use a thermos cup now? Lina specially
ordered you to let me keep the thermos cup for you in the future.”

Ruan Ling pointed to the purple-red thermos cup placed on the corner of the
table, which Lina sent me.

Then I don’t understand, who owns this cup?

Ruan Ling put down the folder in her hand and walked over and took a look,
then took it to her nose and smelled it, and immediately frowned: “President,
you can’t drink anymore?”

“I took a sip.” Seeing Ruan Ling’s nervousness, I became nervous too.

“I didn’t pour this water for you, and I have never seen this cup. President, you
can’t just drink anything.”

Ruan Ling closed the lid of the cup, and then found a plastic bag to wrap the
cup: “This smells a bit wrong. I’m going to send it to the laboratory. President,
how much did you drink? Do you feel any discomfort?”

In fact, I only drank a very small sip. I was really nervous when Ruan Ling said
that, and felt some tingling in the lower abdomen.

My hands were subconsciously placed on the lower abdomen.

“It seems to have a little pain, but it doesn’t seem to be. Maybe it’s a
psychological effect. Just that little bite, no matter what it is, has such a
significant effect.”

“No, I have to go to the hospital.” Ruan Ling was more nervous than me. She
held a cup in one hand and supported me in the other: “I will take you to the
hospital, President, I will call Lina and Mr. Jade.”



“Don’t don’t don’t, it’s okay, don’t call them first, don’t make things worse.”

All the sweat I had caused by Ruan Ling came out, but Ruan Ling insisted on
taking me to the hospital.

She grabbed a bottle of mineral water and helped me out of the office.

She handed me the water: “President, you can quickly drink this bottle of
water to dilute what you drink.”

So Ruan Ling drove, and I sat on the co-pilot to fill the water desperately. She
was very nervous, turned her head to look at me while driving, and kept
asking me: “You didn’t try, President, do you feel any discomfort?”

Apart from sweating palms and feet, I didn’t seem to be uncomfortable.

“It’s okay, don’t be so nervous. It’s not an omission of your work, but I drink it
by myself. It has nothing to do with you.” I know Lina is telling Ruan Ling to
take good care of me. Now that this kind of thing happens, she is sure
tension.

“I don’t want to separate the relationship, President,” Ruan Ling’s tone
changed: “I can’t let you do anything.”

I patted Ruan Ling’s hand with relief: “It’s okay, it’s really okay. I only took a
sip, a very small sip.”

Ruan Ling drove me to the hospital, stuffed me into the emergency room, told
the doctor that I had eaten something bad, and then poured a little of the
water in the cup to the doctor.

The doctor asked me to take it for a test. Because I didn’t have any adverse
reactions, the doctor gave me saline to dilute the concentration of unknown
substances in the blood, and then waited for the test results to come out.



I let Ruan Ling stay calm, and I must not tell Lina to them, otherwise Lina’s
personality will definitely reveal the whole Ron family, and I must find the
person who put water on my table.

The test results came out very quickly. The doctor told us: “There is a
substance in the water called tea polyphenols, but this is not tea.”

“Then what kind of new chemical poison is this?” Ruan Ling asked
immediately.

“The poison is not enough. Judging from the content of the tea polyphenols,
this is probably a diet medicine.”

Weight loss pills? Ruan Ling and I looked at each other.

“Then what harm does this diet pill do to pregnant women? Our president just
took a sip.”

“It’s totally okay to take a small sip! The doctor explained: “Of course, we
definitely don’t recommend drinking weight loss tea for pregnant people, but
occasionally drinking a little or a small dose, it’s totally okay, don’t worry too
much. “

The doctor said that we were relieved. Ruan Ling also let out a long sigh of
relief. I saw the sweat coming out of her forehead.

I took out a tissue from my bag and gave it to her, and she took it and wiped
the sweat from her forehead.

When it was all right, we left the hospital and she took the cup she had
brought back.



She drove all the way and muttered: “Who put the weight-loss tea on your
table? Everyone in the company knows that you are pregnant, and they
deliberately put the weight-loss tea on your table, isn’t it just to harm you? “

“Maybe who accidentally put it wrong.”

“President,” Ruan Ling sighed: “You treat everyone as a good person, but
there are just a few people in this world, only 10% out of ten.”

“Are all the other bad guys?”

“The others are good and not bad people. They are ordinary people who are
easily influenced by others and think only for themselves. President,
sometimes the real bad people in this world are not terrible, because you can
tell at a glance They are bad guys. It is just this kind of ordinary talents who
are good or not that are more terrifying, because the hearts of the people are
too deep, and you don’t know what they are like.”

I have been watching Ruan Ling for a long time. I don’t know what kind of life
background she is, which will make her see human nature so transparently.

In fact, I should be able to see through, because I lived in the Ron family when
I was 16 years old, and I also saw many different faces hiding different hearts.

I smiled and didn’t say anything. Ruan Ling returned to the Ron family and
called everyone in the secretarial department to my office to ask one by one
who put this cup on my table.

I know that Ruan Ling did this to kill chickens and monkeys, to prevent this
kind of thing from happening again.

I also think this thing is actually a bit weird.


